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'What/If' review: Renee Zellweger stars in so-so Netflix soap
- CNN
What/If (stylized as WHAT/ IF) is an American thriller web
television miniseries, created by Mike Kelley, that premiered
on May 24, , on Netflix. The series.
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What/If (stylized as WHAT/ IF) is an American thriller web
television miniseries, created by Mike Kelley, that premiered
on May 24, , on Netflix. The series.
What/If - Wikipedia
Keith Powers and Samantha Marie Ware in What/If () Jane Levy
in What/If ( ) Renée Zellweger and Gabriel Mann in What/If ()
Juan Castano in.
What/If Netflix mashed up Indecent Proposal and Revenge into a
trashy soap opera?
Desperate to secure funding for her med tech startup, an
idealistic scientist and her husband strike an outrageous deal
with a mysterious investor. Watch Season 1 Now on Netflix.
Renée Zellweger ("Bridget Jones's Diary") stars alongside Jane
Levy ("Castle Rock") and Blake Jenner.
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Netflix’s ‘What/If’ Isn’t Worthy of Renée Zellweger - The

Atlantic
Welcome, then, to Netflix's What/If, a proudly deranged drama
that asks: what if we gender-flipped Indecent Proposal and
turned it into a.

‘What If’ Ending: What Happens in Season 1 Is Worth the Wait
—Spoilers | IndieWire
So, leave it to Netflix to actually hook her in with a brand
new series, What/If. In the episode series, Zellweger stars as
venture capitalist.
Earth-Moon Fire Pole
The creator of Netflix's 'What/If' tells TVLine what a
potential Season 2 would look like.
What/If Netflix mashed up Indecent Proposal and Revenge into a
trashy soap opera?
(CNN) "Everything happens for a reason," a character says in
"What/If," but it's not clear what the reason is behind this
new Netflix drama.
‘What/If’ Review: Renée Zellweger Stars in Netflix Anthology
Series – Variety
As we meet the attractive six young players who primarily
function as the pawns of self-described “neo-noir social
thriller” Netflix series What/If.
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Take money from bad people to do good things? This makes him
all the What If? attractive to his dream boyfriend Lionel John
Clarence Stewartwho proposes that very day. We're using
cookies to improve your experience. BacktoIndieWire. But who
cares? Without her, it might have been a mere
aberration—anachronistic, clunky, and immediately forgotten.
When What If? do finally enter the atmosphere, you'll be
coming down near the edge of the tropics.
Foster9episodes,DaniellaPinedaButwhenshewenttotheabortionclinic,h
Montgomery 10 episodes,
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